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Episode 24. The Proteus Factor
Vocabulary:

Put a ★ next to the words you already know. Attach the Vocabulary to the
definition.

1. Distress.

a. A force that can attract or repel metal objects

2. Preserve.

b. A feeling of great worry, unhappiness or great mental pain

3. Wielder.

c. To have and use power and authority.

4. Magnetic.

d. To make it difficult for someone to do something.

5. Descend

e. To go down from a higher level to a lower level.

6. Genuine

f. To keep a particular feature or quality.
g. Wanting to do something very much.

7. Deluded

h. Something appears real, not artificial.

8., Hinder

i.

To believe something that is not true.

9. Hunch

j.

To have an idea, or the rounding of the top part of your body.

10. Keen

k. The two opposite tendencies, in magnetic terms they attract.

11. Polarity

Expressions

Listen out for the expression as you watch the show. Then write a definition
for each expression

1. Something smells fishy=_______________________________________________________________________

Comprehension

Fill the answers to each question as you watch the TV show

1. What does Ant think ‘Lemuria’s needle” in the chronicles refers to?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Who is the man the Nekton Kids thought to be Nereus?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. What emergency happens while talking to Proteus?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
4. What group does Proteus say he belongs to along with Nereus? What does this group do?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
5 What will happen once all the pieces of the Ephemychron are put together?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
6 How do the Nektons feel about Proteus? Why?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
7.What is causing the communication problems between the Nektons and Nareus?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
8.What does Will notice is missing from the Arronax after Proteus leaves in the rover with Ant?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
9.What is the reason Proteus has taken Ant and the Ephemychron?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
11. What is Will’s plan to detach the Arronax from the North Pole? Does it work?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
12. Who comes to rescue the Nekton after all?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________

